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M o r e O n T h e M o v e Change At 360 
• W w V A ^ ^ ^fc^^ Jfc Jfc JL A J I % ^ A W 4 f t ^ ^ W ^b^ Director of Camnus Plannmi* classroom at 360 will be mo> 
by BOB GUILANO 
Baruch's arrows are pointing 
in the direction of downtown 
Brooklyn, withMndications that 
between five and ten years 
from now Baruch college will 
be spread out on a new 
campus. 
Through recent interviews 
with Bafuch's Vice-President 
for Academic affairs William 
Monat and the Director of 
Campus- Planning Constantin 
Fakas. this information about 
Baruch's moving plans has 
been made available to 
TICKER. Monat explained 
that the site design for this 
campus was ' made on an 
approximately fifteen acre 
ptot x»f fzmcfr-tocatwl" near tire 
Long Island Railroad Atlantic 
Terminal. This area is part of 
an urban renewal project in-a 
neighborhood of low arid 
middle income housing, on the 
edge of a business district. Fort 
Greene^is in the vicinity. The 
land is not yet cleared of 
existing structures and 
ownership of the site has not 
yet been transferred to the City 
University from the city. 
Money to finance the campus 
construction and designs will 
be provided by the State 
Dormitory Authority, if and 
when the governor authorizes : 
the SDA to increase its funding 
commitments to the City 
University by a speculated 
$100-110 million. (The SUA is 
a bonding and building agent 
which sells bonds on the 
market and uses its funds to 
finance construction in the city 
and state university system.) 
Once this happens, architects 
will have to be hired, plans 
drawn, bids received, contracts 
let, construction commenced— 
this can be a long process or an 
expeditious one, according to 
Monat. - x 
An optimistic approach was 
taken by Campus Planning 
Director Fakas when he 
revealed that the process, of 
preliminary planning, which 
usually takes from two-three 
years, was accomplished in less 
than six months with the 
cooperation of everyort^ in-
volved. Fakas stated that the 
plan is expected to be sub-
mitted for approval by the 
Board of Higher Education at 
a.meeting which will take place 
by the end of October. If the 
plan is approved, *a book 
compiling all the information 
will be made public. Proposals 
included in-the plan are related 
to the shape and system of 
allocation of the limited space 
within which the campus will 
be built. Architects have 
studied the effects,.the campus ' 
will have on community* 
relations. In their designs of 
the campus, the architects and 
consultants have considered 
the needs of the college and the 
effects noise and air pollution 
may have on students and 
faculty. An attempt was made 
to give a feeling of openness. 
Circulating thru the campus 
will be easy due to the wide 
{Continued on page 7) 
Director of Campus Planning 
Constantin Fakas announced last 
week that his office was im-
plementing measures to alleviate 
overcrowded conditions at the 
college. 
Effective immediately, all 8:30 
a.m. classes in 360 Park Avenue 
South will begin 15 minutes 
earlier, at 8:15 a.m. Through the 
co-operation of Prof. Shane (Math 
Department) all math classes' that 
meet in that building will begin 1CJ 
minutes later. This change should^ -1 
reduce elevator crowds by 20 ^additional classroom spacer-
percent. One empty classroom was Negotiations are in progress and 
discovered at 17 Lexington Ave. so an announcement of new space is 
that all classes meeting in one expected within a few weeks. 
classroom at 360 will be moved to 
the 23rd Building. In addition, 
sixteen evening classes have been 
moved fro A 360 to ^ other 
buildings. f 
Mr. Fakap also said that 
Baruch's premises at 360 were 
inspected. a second time for fire 
safety, and they were found legally 
safe. Fire drills will be held this 
week t^o acquaint students with 
procedures and emergency exits
 f 
should a fire occur. . 
Baruch is trying to obtain 
There are powerful arguments which advocate the political\ 
Government elections. Many of these arguments are based onr 
vital ethical considerations; a few are specious or self-serving: The 
former we have pondered with much care and deliberate sym-
pathy. The latter we have quite freely ignored. 
We cannot, however, editorially dismiss the disturbing political 
reality which confronts us all as Day Session members of the 
Baruch College community. We cannot countenance this in food 
conscience and successfully maintain the 'responsibly.freedom' 
which has been the hallmark of TICKER for more than four 
decades. 
Thus, for. . . 
Chairperson 
For the Office of the Chairpersonship of the Day Session 
Student Government we urge the election of Mr. Allan Fisher. 
We have carefully surveyed each one of the six candidates for 
this office. Our consideration has been a searching, thoughtful 
and time-consuming effort. And we have scrutinized each 
candidate on the criteria"" of substantive contributions to the 
Baruch College community; positions attained; personal 
initiative demonstrated; and the degree of nonpartisanship both 
exhibited and attainable. 
We recognize that substantive contributions to the Baruch 
College community indicate knowledge and experience of the 
college bureaucracy. 
—Mr. Fisher forced the college Administration to accept 
responsibility when it had defaulted on the enforcement of Article 
15 of the BHE by-laws. That particular article had to do with the 
equitable disbursement of your activity fees. 
We recognize that previous positions attained, whether student 
governmental or otherwise, indicate the acceptability, faith and 
trust of others, be they^>eers or superiors. 
—Mr. Fisher has served as president of the quietly impressive 
History Society and as an active member of the Student Activities 
Program Board. * * ' • , ' " 
We recognize personal initiative on (of course) its own merits. 
—Mr. Fisher, a relative unknown in the cliquish world of Day 
Session politics, has launched what we hope will be a successful 
campaign for the pinnacle office of our elective system. 
We recognize that the degree of nonpartisanship both 
exhibited and attainable are satisfactory clues to the fairness and 
integrity with which the candidate will govern himself xm^e m 
—Mr. Fisher is an independent. He is not supported (nor, 
obviously, controlled) by any one of the polit§cafiy powerful 
ethnic*fraternal or academic studgitorganizations. And.that is a 
credential long lacking in the ombe Mr. Fisher seeks. 
And, to join Mr. Fisher, theX. 
For the Office of the Treasurer of Day Session Student 
Govern ment we urge the election of Mr. Jake Jutkowitz. 
This orTice requires of its occupant the highest sense of per-
sonal integrity, expertise, experience and apolitical virtue. This is 
particularly true as we all labor under one of the most ambiguous 
and cumbersome Constitutional processes of financial regulation 
and disbursement in the City University of New York. 
In our view, Mr. Jutkowitz possesses each of these qualities in 
large measure. 
Mr. Jutkowitz has served as editor of Lexicon '74, which was 
the first Baruch College yearbook to operate at a satisfactory 
profit. Mr. Jutkowitz is co-author of a far-reaching and in-
novative plan to revamp existing fees disbursement procedures. 
He has long labored to familiarize himself with the operations of 
the office he seeks through the elective process. And through all 
of this Mr. Jutkowitz presently serves as acting chairperson of 
student government (in his capacity as vice-chairperson) on the 
graduation of the former chairperson, Mr. William Fox. 
In short. Mr. Jutkowitz- fills the bill. . .eminently. 
We earnestly wish both Mr. Allan Fisher and Mr^^Jake 
Jutkowitz their deserved victories in the elections tomorrow. 
And, finally. . 
Tomorrow 
^ Tommorow, Wednesday, October 16th, volunteers will canvass 
classes to ensure that the number of Day Session students voting 
rises above 30 percent. 
President Wingfield has promised that he will not validate the 
election of plurality winners should we fa3 to poll that infamous 
figure. 
^ T h a t would be disastrous. Need we say more? 
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Carson Hosts Talk Out of 
by PROF. KATHARINE 
CARSON 
" T h e Year 1774-1775 in 
France** will be the theme of a 
symposhim to be presented at 
Baruch College on - Thursday, 
October 24, 1974, at 6:30 pan. in 
the Faculty Lounge, 155 East 24th 
Street, "New York City. 
* A panel of five internationally, 
k n o w n e i g h t e e n t h - c e n t n r y 
scholars > wil l ' provide a 
retrospective of this historical 
moment, which saw the passing of 
Louis XV and the accession "of 
Louis XVI to the throne of France. 
- Their discussion win draw upon 
testimony from such w i i t a s as 
Voltaire, Diderot and Samuel 
Johnson. 
The event is sponsored by the 
School o f Liberal Arts and' 
Sciences and coordinated by 
Professor "Katharine Carson of the 
Department of Romance 
Languages. ^ 
The panelists include:. James L. 
Clifford, William Peterfieki Trent 
Professor Emeritus of English at 
Columbia University and noted 
biographer of SamueJ. Johnson; 
Otis Fellows, A valon Foundation 
Professor in the Humanities at 
Columbia >and founder and editor 
of the Diderot Studies series; John 
Pappas, Professor of French at 
Fordham University and author of 
books on Voltaire, <T AJembert and 
Berthier; Pauline Kra, Associate 
Professor of French at Yeshiva 
University, and member of an 
international - team of scholars 
currently at work on a new edition 
of the complete works of Voltaire; 
and Claude-Anne Lopez, Assistant 
Editor of The Papers of Benjamin 
author of the book Mon Cher 
Papa: Franklin and the Ladies of 
Paris. 
Each member o f the panel will 
focus o n a particular aspect of the 
period: Professor Pappas. will 
e x a m i n e the historical im-
pl icat ions o f the change in 
monarchs; . Professor Kra wfll 
review Voltaire's activities at this 
t ime; P r o f e s s o r Clifford will 
present an Englishman's "view of 
Paris as seen in Dr. Johnson's 
diary; Madame Lopez wfll give a 
picture o f the Paris salons of the 
day; and Professor Fellows will 
discuss Diderot's visit to Catherine 
the Great of Russia. 
Following an exchange of views 
among' the panelists there will be 
an open discussion. 
The Veterans Association of 
Baruch College (B.CV.A~ would 
like tot welcome all new veterans to 
the school. This column is written 
for the vet to keep you informed of 
significant changes affecting your 
benef i ts or status with the 
Veterans Administration in 
Washington, D.C. 
You have two Vet-Reps on 
campus: Mr. Bob Powers and Mr. 
Joe Valck. Their office is located 
at 360 PAS (17th floor, Rooms 
1702 AfCV Also housed there are 
the Veterans Affairs Peer 
Counselors, a group of your fellow 
vets who can aid you in the 
following areas!: Tom Battaglia -
Bursar's. Aid; Basil Danczuk -
Jobs; Joe DeMarzo - Rap Sessions; 
Rich Hernandez - Research of Vet 
Needs; Gilroy Thomas - Tutorial 
Aid; and Morris Wiesenberg -
Curricular Guidance. 
The Vet Affairs Office offers a 
wealth of information "and ser-
vices. They are there to serve you* 
so utilize them. 
ATTENTION: AH checks now 
at the Vet Office will be returned 
by O c t 19th. See if your check is 
there. * 
The Veterans Association of 
Baruch College meets every 
Thursday between 12 and 2 PM, at 
360 PAS, 17th floor. The names of 
the newry elected officers of the 
B.C:V.A. will be announced in the 
next column. 
The. upcoming elections will 
take place on October 16th. All 
veterans are' requested to VOTE 
PSC Wins Tenure Issue 
PSC-Tenure established- by 
contract has the full force of 
statutory tenure, according to an 
arbitrator's award issued at the 
City University of New York. 
The judgment was made July 29 
by Arbitrator George; Nicolau of 
the - American Arbitration 
Association and released today by 
the Professional Staff Congress, 
the union representing tha^l 7,000 -
member- instructional staff of 
CUNY. ' f . 
Dr. Belle Zeller, President of the 
_PSC, said, "As the first test of 
c o n t r a c t u a l t enure here, this 
award dearly guarantees the 
academic freedom and job security 
of our 3,000 Ixxtarers." - All 
C U N Y Lecturers are .either 
working toward or have Con-
tractual tesune. 
The arbitrator's award directs 
the University t o reinstate and pay 
the foil year's salary for 1973-1974 
to Donald Lovell, a Lecturer at 
Queens College, who was denied 
reappointment in 1973. 
At that time, Mr. Lovell held a 
Certif icate of CoBtinuous 
Employment , which was 
established by contract in 1969 for 
Lecturers who have successfully 
completed five years of probation. 
The PSC claimed that the 
Certificate * is the equivalent of 
statutory- tenure, which is ap-
plicable, to other members of the 
instructional staff but not " to 
Lecturers. 
Despite - 'his Certificate, Mr. 
Lovell was denied reappointment 
by the same process and standards 
regularly applied to non-tenured 
persojoneL By: this .process,, the 
proceedings of personnel com-
mittees are confidential, no 
reasons are given for personnel 
decisions, and no representation is 
allowed the affected individuals. 
In his findings for the union, 
Arbitrator Nicolau ruled that this 
process is as improper for a 
contractually tenured employee as 
it is for a statutorily tenured 
employee. 
For both , he said, " the 
presumption of continuous em-
ployment obtains." 
To dismiss either for un-
satisfactory performance, he said, 
due process must be observed. 
This includes written charges of 
just cause, an impartial hearing, 
and the right to representation 
and torxronfront accusers. 
The union's grievance on behalf 
of Mr. Lovell was- taken to ar-
bitration after it was denied by 
CUNY Vice Chancellor David 
Newton. 
for the candidate of their choice. 
The Vets Association would l i e 
to exprjess its thanks*. and -ap-
preciation to Mr. Donal Higgins 
who has been the Association's 
Co-ordinator. Don was promoted 
to a new position within the college 
and does not have sufficient time 
to devote to both jobs. Without 
Don we could not be where, we are 
today. Again, thank you Don for 
a l l ' of your ass is tance and 
leadership. 
The college offers many types of 
aid and assistance for its students. 
The Vet Affairs Office has 
scheduled r a p ' sess ions every 
Wednesday at 4 PM on the 17th 
floor of 360 PAS. Check with the 
Vet Affairs Office for the room 
number; No matter what your 
problem is or what your needs are, 
stop in for a visit You should find 
it rewarding. 
There is absolutely no truth to 
the rumor that the Vet Association 
is forming a 'Hand^Grenade Team, 
however, bayonet practice will be 
held at the usual time and place. 
Rember VOTE on October 
16th. by JOHN BURNS 
The Committee 
To Foment 
Democracy 
Supports 
Lewis Tucker 
for Chairman 
for the kind of 
Action we need III 
EVENING 
SESSION 
STUDENT 
ELECTIONS 
Wed. , Oct. 16 
6 to 8 P. 
Meet & Hear 
Candidates 
Tues., Oct. 16 
5 : 3 0 t o 8 P . M . 
In The 
Auditorium 
23rd St. Bldg. 
E.S.S.A. Election 
Comm. 
VETS "UNITED WE STAND" 
The following are Veterans who are seeking office: 
Henri Frankfurter - Chairperson 
Joseph O. Perez - Rep at Large 
Gilroy E. Thomas - Junior 
Senator 
Jerome Neil - Rep at Large 
Mitchell Watson - Freshman 
Senator 
Horace Mahara - Freshman 
Senator 
Vote On Oct. 16, Vote Vet 
All of the above candidates are 
endorsed by the Baruch College 
Veterans Association 
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT 
-*J 
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Feuds 
To Student Personnel Services: 
. The Intra-Gollege Telephone in 
the lobby, of .theTStudenf< Center is 
put of ordec We, the students and 
faculty of Baruch College, request 
that it be repaired "pronto**-
"capice , des idero te lefonare". 
Please refer/this matter to: Repair 
Service,. New- York Telephone, 
Corapairy-their number is; 611. 
To^Dean. Roy. R- Senour, Jr.: 
Your secretary is very "hostile. 
Perhaps/ you might toss her a 
sweet-biscuit. One bite is enough; 
but when she almost tore my arm 
of f . . . I could not let it go. — 
To Office of College Relations" and 
Student Personnel Services: 
According to your publication 
Baruch College Student Hand-
booh, the ^"Dupl icat ing -and 
mimeograph services are available 
to '.. "chartered s tudent 
organizations, and to individual 
s tudents for course related 
material , and for c a m p a i g n 
material when a student is running 
for elective-" office". Represen-
tatives, from the Offices of Student 
Personnel Services could not 
provide* me with a^  definitive in-
terpretatiorrof this statement, and* 
some- could, not account • for its' 
existencer except for my opening 
the handbook to page twenty-eight 
and their exclaiming "Eureka!" 
by the facial expressions. These 
"representatives" did say that free 
mimeograph and ' duplicating 
services are available for campaign 
material when a student is running 
for elective office bu t not for 
course related""materials for in-. 
dWkiusd s tudents without charge. I 
am not a scholar of syntax, but 
there would.' -appear to be a 
discrepancy wfrich even a mere 
simpleton would note—I do not 
understand how it got past you..I 
suggest:* that you clarify this 
matter with the D.M. Services of 
room 108 in the Student Center; 
that you i s sue a s tatement 
clarifying this absurd Sphinxian 
riddle-not. as scholastic yas the: 
original; that you return my four 
dollars and those of my colleagues 
If the- services for course related 
materials- should/ have b e e n 
"gratis"; that your writer take' 
Writing Workshop I w i t h . 
Professor Emile Capouya of the 
English Department, or that you 
get a new ..writer; or that you 
abandon publishing altogether: 
"Qui oon vult intelligL debet 
negligi" (Thomas Hooker)—who 
knows, you might-even learn Latin 
and get an educat ion from 
Professor Capouya; that you 
publish an apology to all students 
at Baruch whom you confused 
with your ineptitude; that you 
distribute your Handbook to your 
S.P.S.. faculty here, and oh yes, 
that they read it. - ^ 
_News 
Intra-College Telephones allow 
you to call Departments without 
charge-as well as; any other 
facilities at the College. Read the 
College Handbook whether' you 
are old or new in tenure; it may 
provide you with avenues you did 
not think existed. 
COMING UP IN FEUDS AND 
NEWS 
What isN.YSXJ.? What does 
it do? Where is i£? What is the 
S.C.B.O.G? What does it do? 
Where is it? Finally, there will be a 
Political Comedy in one Act 
CTTTftted R^gistrvrtiorw."'" I w e l c o m e 
any news,"feuds, or compliments 
(of faculty pi- program) which you 
may wish published. 
That's, All Folks. 
by SHARON BRONER 
..~»that is - free or minimally, 
priced'- over the next few weeks. 
Tickets for events sponsored by 
the D e p a r t m e n t of* Student 
Personnel Services are available in 
the lobby of the Student Center, 
137 E. 22nd Street^Phone 725-
3055. 
OCT. 15: T H E CHELSEA 
T H E A T E R *• C E N T E R OF 
BROOKLYN; located on the 
fourth floor of the BROOKLYN 
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, will 
begin its tenth anniversary season -
with M e g a n Terry's— 
HOTHOUSE. Performances are 
Thurs., and FrL, at 7:30 p;m., Sat*_ 
at 2:00 p.m. and 7KX) p.nuJickets 
are $8.00, 7.00 ^& 6.00. ^ For in-
formation call 565-4400. For 
nearest Ticketron outlet call 541-
7290. ^ 
OCT. 15: T H E Q U A D ' S 
S U M M E R FILM F E S T I V A L , 
located at 34 West 13th Street, 
presents two sc ience fiction 
classics,—THINGS TO COME 
and THE XXAIRVOYANT. 
OCT. 17-20: Come alive with the 
ISRAELI FOLK FESTIVAL '74 
at MADISON SQUARE GAR-
DEN. Performances are -Thurs., 
and FrL, at 7:30 p.m. Sa t at 2:00 
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Tickets are 
$8.00, 7.00 & 6.00. For in-
forma^on caH -564-4400. -For 
nearest Ticketron outlet call 541-
.7290. 
OCT. 18: Don your black leather 
jackets and race your Httle red 
r o m b k t W M A D I S O N S Q U A R E 
GARDEN for the greatest ROCK 
AND ROLL REVIVAL ever. 
Remember the good times with. 
CHUCK B E R R Y , L L O Y D 
CINEMA 
The Gambler 
by STEVEN KOHN 
THE GAMBLER. (Paramount 
Pictures) Directed By Karjel Reisz. 
Produced by Irwin Winkler and 
Robert Chartoff. Director of 
Photography, Victor J. Kemper, 
A.S .C Music scored and con-
ducted by Jerry Fielding based on 
Symphony No. 1 by Gustav 
Mahler. Starring: James Caan, 
Paul Sorvino and Lauren Hutton. 
Running Time: 111 minutes. 
MPAA Rating: "R". 
While gambling is not in-
digenous to The United States the 
world of the Black Jack table and 
the roulette wheel has its own 
breeds of player. In this country 
gambling has become an in-
creas ing popular form of 
sublimation. It is an escape, a 
brief dangerous encounter, a. 
flirtation with disaster. By no 
means entertainment only for the 
rich, gambling has an aura about 
it which we romantically associate 
with places like Monte Carlo and 
Cannes. But it's got its seamier 
side, just below the surface. One 
.which brings us to its American 
counterpart: Las Vegas. A world 
of sleepless nights at the tables, of 
frantic - a lmos t hysterically 
desperate efforts to win^and a 
- world of losers desperate enoiigh 
to destroy everything in their lives 
just to be able to stey in a world 
A
 which is one part Franz Kafka and 
one part Disneyland. . 
Director Karel Reisz is no 
stranger toi Ifeveteiate American 
m o v i e g o e r s * Be#*Si** in 
CzechiwJpwiin he eougrafltfl to 
England as a child. All of his films 
which include "Saturday Night 
and Sunday Morning**, 
"Morgan!" and "Isadora" were 
made there. It's not surprising, 
therefore, to frfid that Mr. Reisz 
-has made another film about a 
character courting disaster. What 
is surprising is that he has 
managed to catch a particular 
breed of man and flavor in-
digenous to only this country. 
James,Caan plays the role of 
Axel Freed, a severe and frenetic 
professor of literature at a New 
York college. While apparently 
Axel qualified for his teaching 
position his time outside the 
classroom is completely taken up 
by his girlfriend Billie (played very 
sensitively by Lauren Hutton) and 
his gambling. At the opening of 
the film Axel has just lost $44,000 
at the tables. His world begins to 
crumble as he rushes frantically 
from place to place in an effort to 
pay off his losses. James Caan 
gives credence and depth to his 
characterization as his mood and 
temperment change from gen-
tleness at the prospect of help to 
outright hostility when that hope 
disappears. 
Axel Freed is the very per-
sonification of the despicable. He 
is such a bright and likable person 
that as we watch - him '"destroy 
everything around him, the people 
who mean most to him or his job, 
we become annoyed and then 
blatentry hostile. We want to 
scream "look at what you're 
doing! Can't you see what's 
happening here! 
Axel gets his money, a loan from 
his mother. But no sooner does he 
have it than he takes Billie to Las 
Vegas. Fortune smiles on him and 
the money doubles but he can't 
leave well enough alone. He blows 
it all on some misguided tips. 
Desperate now to pay back his 
creditors, a rather shady group of 
gangsters, Axel is forced info 
arranging a fix in a college 
basketball game. 
Everything is downhill from 
here on and we expect to see Axel 
totally destroyed before the last 
scene fades from the screen. In a 
manner of speaking he is already 
beyond help because he cannot 
rebuild his life. But he tells us 
through the readings that he 
assigns to his classes and his 
conversations with Billie that it is 
exactly this sort of life that he 
enjoys. He has fooled us! It is 
precisely the idea. o f risk, or 
danger and imminentjeatastrophy 
that he enjoys. W h a t V pityful man 
is Axel Freed. 
THE GAMBLER, is a realistic 
and disturbing motion picture. 
Everything about it is so precisely 
accurate - that it becomes 
frighteningly real; almost clinical 
in its probing. Caan's performance 
is masterful ly complex ~ and 
perceptive. Reisz's direction is 
crisp and clean and the^ per-
formances of Lauren liutton as 
Billie and Paul Sorvino as Axel's 
resident friend In the underworld 
are excellent. The screenplay, 
which deserves paeans of its own 
was written by James Toback. 
Obviously Toback's interests mesh 
wonderfully wlthrrthose of Mr. 
Reisz. 
PRICE, T H E R O N N E T T E S , 
T H E SHJRELLES, FIVE 
S,A T.I N-S , S K Y L I N E R S , 
D O V E L L S , A N D C H U B B Y 
CHECKER. Tickets are $8.50, 
, 7 .50, a n d 6.50.* Tickets are 
• available at Box Office and 
Ticketron. F o r nearest outlet call 
541-7290. 
OCT. 19; The great movie"palace, 
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL, is 
now showing rock groups. 
^Saturday at . 8:00 p.rn^ it will 
.present JEFFERSON STARSHJP. 
For information call the box-office 
at CI 6=4600. 
OCT. 19-20: THE NEW YORK 
CHAMBER SOLOISTS perform 
Bach's C O M P L E T E BRAN-
DENBURG CONCERTO at the 
_ 92nd Street Y.M. & Y.W.HlA. on 
Lexington Avenue. This concert 
can be heard at 8:00 p.m. on 
.Saturday and at 2:15 p.m. on* 
Sunday. For information phone 
427-6000. 
OCT. 20: Don't miss TOD 
R U N D G R E N ' s U T O P I A . 
Sunday, 9:00 p.m. at RADIO 
CITY MUSIC HALL. Tickets are 
$7.50 and 6.50 at the Box Office or 
Ticketron. For information 
A telephone 541-7290. 
OCT. 21: AN EVENING WITH 
C A R L O S M O N T O Y A — t h e 
world's foremost Flamenco 
guitarist. This incredibly priced 
event will be held in the MAIN 
AUDITORIUM on Monday at 
7:30 p.m. For Baruch students 
with' I.D., tickets are free. For 
faculty with I.D., tickets are $1.00, 
and $2.50 for the general public. 
OCT. 22: Spend an evening with 
JACKSON BROWNE, Tuesday, 
at 8:00 p.m. at MADISON 
SQUARE GARDEN. All seats are 
$6.50. Tickets are available at the 
Box Office (564-4400) and 
Tieketiton (541-7290). 
Oct. 25r RADIO CITY MUSIC 
HALL, presents DAVE MASON 
on Friday at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are 
$7.50 and 6.50 at the Box Office or 
Ticketron. For information call 
541-7290. 
OCT. 26: The 14th STREET 
ACADEMY OF MUSIC presents 
JOE W A L S H A N D BARN-
STORM, and their special guests, 
GOLDEN EARRING, Saturday 
._at 8:00 p-m. and lirr30 -pjn. 
Tickets are $5.50 and $6.50. 
OCT. - 26: Pass a memorable 
evening with soloist ALEXIS 
WEISSENBERG, accompanied 
by the BOSTON SYMPHONY, in 
a program including Chopin Piano' 
Concerto No. 1. Seiji Ozawa 
conducts at CARNEGIE HALL at 
8:00 p.m. 
OCT. 27: Don't miss HERBJJE 
MANN A N D THE FAMILY OF 
MANN in the Second Annual0 
FAMILY O F MANN CONCERT. 
Sunday. 8:00 p.m., at AVERY 
FISHER HALL. Tickets are $7.50, 
6.50, 6.00, 5.50, and 5.00 at the 
Box- Off ice (TR 4-2424) or 
Ticketron (541-7290). 
OCT. 30: Merry Old England 
comes to Baruch. T H E 
NATIONAL SHAKESPEARE 
T H E A T E R presents T W O 
GENTLEMEN OF VERONA in 
the MAIN AUDITORIUM, Wed. 
at 7:30 p.m. For prices refer to 
Oct. 21. 
O C T . M - K O V A - . ^ < « « « * r «&*.-?«. 
Greenwich Vi l lage will . be 
enhanced with T H E GREEN-
WICH -VILLAGE ANTIQUES 
(Continued on page 7) 
% 
\ CAN YOU TUTOR 
IN ACCOUNTING? 
THE ACCOUNTWrG 
SOCIETY NEEDS 
TUTORS 
DO YOU NEED HELP 
IN ACCOUNTING? 
ACCOUNTING 
TUTORS AVAILABLE 
CONTACT: Accounting 
Society 
Room306C 
* 23rd Street 
ALSO: We Have a^Valk-ln \ 
Tutoring Program For% 
Temporary Assistance # 
Hours Are Mon., Tues., 
Wed,, & FrK, 1 - 2 P M ; 
Thurs ,^ - 3 P M 
Room306C< J 
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R A L P H S I N G E R A S S O C I A T E E D I T O R 
E D I T O R I A L S T A F F 
H O W A R D H O C H R A D . . . . . B U S I N E S S M A N A G E R 
S H A R O N B R O N E R . F E A T U R E E D I T O R 
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<£?•% 
LETTERS 
Danger 
Dear Editor: 
This year 50% Baruch College 
freshmen are expected to drop out 
at school . T i n s €tgme "i» b a s e d o n 
data accumulated over several 
years. Perhaps we can cause a 
marked decline in the -number of 
s tudents who abandon their 
academic aspirations- in their first 
year. Some considerations that are 
likely to produce results are as 
follows: 
1. Many students seem to think 
that they must take 16 credits per 
semester. For,the brilliant student 
this occasions no difficulty. For 
the average and sub-average 
student, "howeyer, this can be a 
trying experience that engenders 
diffidence and frustration. Thus, it 
may be to the benefit of many 
freshmen to limit their credit load 
to 12, at least during their first 
semester, and increase this only if -
they feel sure that they can 
comfortably handle more credits. 
Too many students come into 
college with a fervid desire to get 
out in a hurry. Alas, too many 
succeed; they get out within a year. 
2, The same desire to complete 
college in as short a time as 
possible tempts some students to 
take courses for which they are ill 
prepared. Freshmen are urged, 
not merely to satisfy requirements 
of the coljege regarding 
prerequisites, but to be mindful of 
their individual shortcomings, and 
apply, in addition, their own 
prerequisites that are consistent 
with their abilities and scholastic 
background. 
3. For liberal arts students 
there's another ' means of 
protection against first year drop 
oat. This fcrfne pass/fail option. 
Unfortunately, it. cannot redeem a 
failing; grade; However, it can 
make the difference between 
whether you sink or - float, 
especially during the critical first 
year-when you are wending your 
way into the mainstream of college 
Ine^ In addinon, there are some 
courses that you will be wise to 
take sometime (faring your fresh-
man year—-courses that will serve 
you in subsequent semesters. One 
such course is Library 1. Students 
whose heartbeat accelerates when 
they, hear the word "Research-
Paper" will find this course 
especially valuable. Although you 
may not encounter such an 
assignment in your freshman year, 
you'll find that they crop up with 
increasing frequency as you 
proceed through college. 
Certainly this has not been a 
magic formula, and as not in-
tended to replace diligence and 
determination," which are 
necessary for successful com-
pletion of your college work. 
Christopher Niles 
No Shade 
Dear Editor: 
I am presently enrolled in Art 
ID, Section 11H, which meets on 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 
from 3^00 40 3:50 P.M. in Room 
1310 in the 23rd Street building. 
Since this class is largely, 
dependent on audio visual aid, my 
classmates and I are running into 
a common problem. Due to the 
lack of curtains in the room it 
becomes almost impossible to 
recognize the art slides that are 
presented as part of this .course. 
My classmates and I are truly 
interested in the subject matter, 
but we are afraid that unless this 
situation is corrected by either the 
addition of curtains or the removal 
of this class to a suitable room we 
will not receive the full benefit of 
this art course. 
. • * • 
As a representative of the 
members of this class I turn to 
TICKER for help as we are not 
sure how to pursue this matter. 
We would appreciate any 
assistance you can give us. 
Sincerely, 
Ronnie Rivera 
Those Candidates Whose Platform 
Did Not Appear bx The> LastIssue 
Chairperson 
v.. ' *. 
HARRY GIBBS 
' I feel that as a student senator I 
will be more effectite in student, 
government. IN think we should 
stop petty bickering and have a 
strong coalition student govern-' 
ment to function more effectively 
for the benefit of the community. 
That is why I will support Lewis 
Tucker as Chairman and will ask 
you to support him also. I urge you 
all to participate at all levels since 
that is the only way to better our 
community. " - ' ' 
Junior Senator 
Liberal Arts 
RICHARD RODRIGUEZ 
What I have done last year as a 
student senator is p. matter of 
record. For those of you who don't 
know me, I ask that you meet with 
mel I can be contacted in the 
Health Sciences Office, or write to 
me c/o Bo^. 939, Student Center. 
For those of you who already know 
me, I can only say "the best is yet 
to cone!" 
Junior Senator 
Business 
MARK ROHRLICH 
This year I believe that your 
student government must continue 
its policy of sponsoring events 
designed for the whole student 
body. In addition an effort to 
improve communicat ions and 
participation between the student 
government and the ordinary 
student should be made by this 
year's student government. Also it 
should try to provide the common 
student with more services. It 
should seek to unite all the racial, 
religious and national groups in 
Baruch into one-block that could 
work for the benefit of all 
students. Finally it should try to do 
more things for the ordinary 
student. Last year while in student 
government I a t tended every 
student government meeting, 
fought for the rights and interests 
of all students, and to increase 
participation in student govern-
ment withoirt--4^gard to race, 
creed, or political affiliation and 
did my best to see that your fees 
money was distributed in a far and 
nonpartisan- manner. Finally I 
supported and sponsored efforts to 
have the student government 
provide the ordinary student with 
more services. 
MICHAEL M. SCHLUSSEL 
I am running for the office of 
Junior Business Senator. I was on 
the^Senate last year, and tried all. 
students and clubs, in dealing with 
the budgets. Through me and my 
colleagues we were able to finish 
the budgets at a much faster pace 
than last time. This year we hope 
to take care of the budgets even 
faster, also I had, the honor of 
writing the new Constitution for 
the students—we will be able to 
give more power and say to the 
students, of this great college. 
by NANCY BOWKER and 
MICHAEL FISHBEIN 
To take their respective cam-
paigns to the students three-of the 
six candidates for the chair-
manship of the Day Session 
Student Government held a 
debate secheduled for 12 noon 
before a crowd numbering at times 
ISO students at Our Place in the 
Main Building; 
The meeting of the three can-
didates, AHan Fisher, Paul Joseph 
and Lewis Tucker was organized 
and moderated by Michael 
Sucher. The program got un-
derway approximator/ 45 minutes 
behind the scheduled opening. 
The delay was due, in part, to the 
installation of wiring for a sound 
system in the Our Place lounge 
and the tardiness of the can-
didates. 
Each of the candidates offered 
an initial statement on the reasons 
for his declaration. 
Mr. Fisher .declared tha t 
student government has spent 
much too much time on the 
disbursement of student activity 
fees. Jle-felt that it was time for the 
election of a candidate who ignore 
tWfc cosmetic > aspects "of* the 
position and work "behind the, 
scenes" for the "betterment" of all 
students. .. _ 
Mr. Joseph reiterated the main 
point of his published platform 
which emphasized his willingness 
to listen to all students in an effort 
to achieve more effective com-, 
munication between the student 
body and their elected re-
presentatives. 
Mr. Tucker immediately 
challenged his opponents to agree 
to his thesis that student govern-
ment has simply failed in its effort 
to achieve true representation of 
the neecls and the desires of the 
students. -
Following time for rebuttal Mi 
Sucher opened t h e floor to 
questions from the audience. 
Inquires ranged from the ex-
perience of the candidates to 
issues of governance, the size of 
the student population, freshman 
registration and student fees and 
clubs. Much of the time debate 
was interrupted by the personal 
cheering sections applauding. Mr. 
Tucker and Mr. Joseph. 
The encounter was taped and 
preparations made to broadcast 
the discussion over the college 
radio station; WBMB. 
- • • » 
<2> 
NOTICE 
u 
On Thursday, October 
17 th, all students will 
follow Monday schedules. 
Consequently, there will 
be no "club hours" 
that day. - .. > 
••-•• r " > v " — - < ~ :£\--J& 
• - \ 
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" October 15, and it's been a year 
a l ready. Yet, conflictingly, it 
seems a, great deal longer than 
that; the time refuses to telescope 
in my mind into a single, easy unit. 
The fact that October 15 this year 
is a TICKER-Jday forces me to . 
commemorate the event somehow, 
here. 
It was 6 s October 15,1973^ that 
an issue of The Reporter came out. 
It had in it the first joint'editorial 
ever written by a TICKER editor 
(who was Joyce Rosenberg) and a 
Reporter editor (who was I); the 
editorial broke the story of the 
imminent firing, of (now) former 
Evening Session co-ordinator of 
student activities'Ron Bruse. 
This retrospect is going to be a 
history lesson, not a reargument; 
both JR and I are weary of that, (it 
need be said that the opinions 
expressed herein are those of the 
columnist and not necessarily 
those of his esteemed former 
colleague. Only probably.) I have 
often threatened to write a book 
about it, though, and it might as 
well take some sort of form right 
nowi The experience of that time 
was-Valuable, if nerve-wracking. 
We.' wrote the editorial on 
October 12 (a Friday), after I had 
learned' (about a week before) 
about the intended firing. (Should 
mention here that Bruse never told 
me about it, or even mentioned it 
to me until I let him know that I 
had already heard about it—from 
whom, I will never say-^-and that 
the writing of the editorial, which, 
kicked off a storm of controversy, 
was also kept a secret from him 
until the date of its appearance.) 
Fittingly, JR a n d ' I did ft on a 
typewriter in the Student Activities 
office, covering it over whenever 
anyone approached. I remember 
that even Roy Senour came in once 
and asked how we were; we felt 
like OSS members nearly caught 
by Der Gestapo, saved only by 
some silly dramatic device. 
Credit where credit is due: the 
editorial was JR's idea, it took 
about forty minutes to write, and 
she wrote everything up to a 
phrase, "The history is this. . . " ; I 
wrote the rest. She also came up 
with the title. As soon as it was 
by BRAD FERGUSON 
done, I had to run down to Cocce 
PresW on West 4th Street 
(Reporter's printer at the time) 
and get it to- the-typesetter, 
because Friday used to be the 
deadline. 
And it was finished, and it came 
out that Monday night, and it 
came out again in TICKER the 
following^ morning. On Monday 
night, both. oCJis were worried 
about what BruieVould think of 
our idea, of blowing up the SPS 
reappointment process like we did. 
Turned out he liked it fine. 
From there, for the following six 
months or so, we had Baruch's very 
own Saturday Night Massacre, 
complete with villains and victims; 
three people in SPS were let go, 
and it would have been four except 
for some brilliant manuvering on 
the part of one of them. The issue 
raged in- the. two papers (the 
Graduate Voice seemed never to 
be allowed an opinion on the 
subject but the GSA Board of 
Governors—at the time, Baruch's 
most powerful student govern-
ment—voted full support to 
Evening Session Student Council 
on the matter) and the Day Session 
Student Senate, under Billy Fox, 
voted Bruse its advisor to. the 
government and invited his 
presence at meetings. (The Senate 
later complained loudly when the 
Dean of Students, who was and is 
Roy R. Senour, Jr., told Bruse not 
to be in" until 5:00 P.M. every day. 
Since Senate meetings Were held 
much earlier than that, Senour in 
effect ordered Bruse not to oblige 
the governmental motion that was 
in his favor. He did anyway, for the 
most part.) 
A constant line- from the 
Administrat ion was tha t the 
conferring of a CCE on Bruse— 
that's a Certificate of Continuous 
Employment, equivalent to tenure 
on a professorial line—would 
mean that, in the course of Bruse's 
professional career, the College 
(meaning the_City of New York) 
would be paying him in excess of a 
million dollars, and did we really 
want to pay Bruse a million 
dollars? 
Sure we did. This was further 
enforced when President 
•^^<S^i2^x%» $ $ $ $ 
The Days The 
Used . ! • : • k 
Wingfield gave tenure to Dean 
Senour; now did we want to give 
Senour a million dollars? The 
t 
question has never been answered, 
^and perhaps because it ne£d not 
be bothered with; there are some 
strange things ' going oh in that 
Dean's office and rumors of moves 
to 80th Street. (We shall see.) 
The basic quarrel we all bad 
with the process of re-appointment 
and tenuring in SPS and other 
departments was, first, the quality 
of people being let go (the English 
department was getting^rjp of 
people for some strangereasons, 
not the least of which was the 
"over-qualifications" of some of 
those up for re-appointment) and, 
secondly, the methodology. Bruse, 
for example, went through double, 
and, at one point, triple jeopardy 
on his reappoin tment—then 
someone decided that it had been 
done without touching second 
_ base, or something, and Bruse's 
case went through a fourth time in 
certain stages and committees. 
The affair is now in arbitration, 
where it has been since God knows 
ivhen—I don't keep up anymore. 
The union (the. Professional Staff 
Congress) is proceeding on this 
and other dubious cases stemming 
from last year. No one knows how 
it will all turn out, but JR and I 
have a pretty good idea, judging 
from past events. 
I wilLtell you that, despite the 
weariness and the mental 
exhaustion" I have with regard to 
the chaos last year, the chaos was 
not of any s tudent ' s mak-
ing; it was the handiwork 
of an Administrat ion de-
termined to do what it 
wanted, when it wanted to. This 
"steamroller'' ethic ran over a lot 
of people. 
And I miss Kevin Howard 
Diibrow's In the Streets, which 
shed a lot of heat (if not light) on 
the Bruse matter and a number of 
other SPS-related subjects, and I 
often wish he were 
back. I miss working with JR on_ 
the papers every week, and I miss 
a TICKER that went out, like 
Quixote, in search of a larger 
windmill to conquer. 
It would do us well to rediscover 
a little bit of the soul we found (to 
our great surprise) last year. 
<? Consider it a challenge. 
•:• [—Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity -
Now Taking Pledging Appfications 
Sunday, October 20 is Deadline 
Come to "Our Place" 3rd Floor (23 St) 
or Cafl 225-9432 
'Our Fraternity House is in 
Douglaston. Queens 
47-05 248 St 
Afl Are Welcome To Come On Sunday 
October 2 0 -
Exchange Will 
Be Giving Back 
ks And $ 
Are 
% - • • t 
| Tuesday, Oct. 15 10 -3 PMJ 
lThursday,Oct.17 10-3 PMJ 
I • ' • ' i 
FOREIGN 
STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 
There wilf be a 
meeting on Thursday, 
October 17 at 12 p m 
in Room 1905, 
360 Park Ave. South 
Important topics will 
be discussed so be 
present. 
DAY SESSION 
STUDENT 
ELECTIONS 
4 
Wed. Oct. 16th 
11 AM - 12 Noon 
IN CLASS 
If you are not in Glass 
during this hour you pan 
vote at the Election 
Tables set up in: 
THE LOBBY OF 
17 LEX 
THE LOBBY OF 
155E . 24th 
THE BASEMENT 
O F 3 6 0 P A S 
ID Card or Bursar 
Receipt Required 
at Election Tables 
Workers Still Needed 
Count ing Ballots from 
^ 3 PM o n ; 
In Class Vot ing from 
10 AM - 12 Noon 
Leave name, phone 
and schedule with 
Secretary in Room 411 S.C. 
Rate of Pay $2.00 per hour 
"T" 
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AUDIENCE ^ H ^ r a i ^ I A S M , 
•. orJJacfc^- ' i tAi fe -^ 
factor in the overalljenjoyinent o f 
any ^eatrfcalv^elnO,'•ana^^eo'-v 
nesday night's performance of The 
Temptations and T h e Staple 
Singers (Uris Theater) hot only 
lacked audience enthusiasm, it 
lacked an audience as welL 
I t could ^ftaiwe^eeh just one: of 
those bad nij^rtsrwhen> eveiyoue 
stays home, but those aren't 
suppose to happen in New York, 
especially in t h e highly stimu-
la t ing "and v e r y V e r s i f i e d 
Broadway 'entertainment area. 
The Staple S a i g a s 0*bnnj£ng 
o s greetings^_ f rom Chicago, 
Illinois**) opened .the show with 
their own personalized style of 
Gospel-Pcifc*.'••: .They are one of the -
^ew groups abfe to break barriers 
between the customs and cultures 
of all races, whether in the Pop 
field or the Gospel field- Com-
posed of Pop Staples and his three 
daughters, Cleo, Yvonne, and 
Mavis, the Staple. Stagers offered** 
seven selections, including a very 
moving- experience' o f Olivia 
Newton-John's **I Honestly Love 
You," beautiful^ ^handled by 
M a v i s . '••• ' - - " " ; J ; ~ ~*~-_"\ 
The girls and their father tore 
into their old hits with questioning 
J assurance, trying to muster-up 
aojlience participation with 'TU 
Take You.. There,** and barely 
coming across OIL Roberta Flack's 
•^Feel Like . M a k i n g JLove."; 
"Respect Yourself* was highly 
recognized and was received quite 
weO. Pop'shumorous anecdotes of 
l^freshmg and* enteitoming IJteak 
-froroihe tedious task: of trying to * 
arouse , the balf^aead audience. 
RAFTER TC^SENG tne~top~ 
the finest clubs for ten 
Melvin Franklin: and Otis 
^Temptations in that 
group, although Deiinis Edwards 
has also~beenaropnd long enough 
t o h a W - b i s o w n stifog.of Temp* 
tauon bits. Even though Otis and 
Melvin knew fellow Temptation 
Rrchaitl Street from growteg^up 
days in the; same Dettoit"ineigh-
borhood, and Street- "was :fbrmer 
lead singer for The Monitors, one 
of those Motown ••throw-together** 
ideas of the early T960*s* (e.g.1 
Martha, Reeves, former struggling 
secretary turned., ex-Vandel la 
SWpersta* through^a succession of 
pl iably pop hits) he just 
didn't >eem to blend into The 
Temptation's high standard of 
pohsbed stage perfection. 
Not so for Damon "Harris, the 
MUSIC 
newest Temptation, whoV seemed 
compJtet i i^^ 
and compatible with his- -Keri-
dricks-style coping' falsetto all the 
seemingly forced at tones. H a m s 
was M jcontrol^ as were Franklin 
and Edwards, ', as -they- fought 
constantly" "to^  overcome, a- badly 
faltering public address system. 
; V. • Ojffeiing^a^ lot: oft ti^r^curren* 
V e g a s actV •The Temptat ions v 
roughly skated through five of 
their early- hits (originally made 
popularr_ by David: Ruffin). 
Arranging: five, stools around a 
single mike stand, complete with 
s S : colored fights, The Temps 
offered a beauttfuily blended love 
medley highlighting "The^VVay 
We Were/* *4AU ^ F a i r In Love," 
and " I f 1 Didn>t Caris,**: Dennis 
Edwards impressed^ all with a 
stunning;, arrangement of Leon 
RusselEs^ "A Song For You," 
which: he partially carried on the 
strength of his voice- alone. The 
rest of^ ftieit more recent hits, 
'^tfaste^piece,?and "Papa Was A 
Rolling Stone,*' were -rushed and 
sloppy, probably owing to the fact 
that the audience basically just 
wasn't with hV 
This polished and well-traveled 
group was probably justifiably 
disappointed that they.only filled 
one quarter or less of a house that 
seats 2,000. Although they cut. 
three n u m b e r s from their 
repertoire, and performed for only 
about 4 ^ minutes, they were 
unable to return for an encore 
amid a partiat ovation and a 
rousing plea from the'half of the 
audience that was really in tune 
with the show. 
T h e next Mathemat ic s 
Placement Examination will be 
given on Wednesday, November-
13, 1974 and Thursday, November 
14, 1974. * 
Two categories of students 
should take this examinations.
 4 
- - j*ajvjMi-*-'-*-*--
Jim Croce appeared on the 
music scene late in 1972 being 
hailed as the best sensitivity singer 
since James Taylor, ran honor 
bestowed upon any mediocre 
acoustic a c t A couple' of lucky 
breaks: going to high school with 
Tommy 'West (oT Cashtnan & 
West) and getting a spot on the 
Tonight show helped g w e Croce a x 
hit single, "You Don*t -* fess 
ArounoV With Jiin*'i After four 
orfive subsequent failures, it looked 
as if Croce was destined for obscur-
ity. That is until someone came up 
with the brilliant idea of having 
Cotce^ rerecord >4Doo*t Mest With 
JmT using the sftae ^fipirTee** ' 
rip-off, a n d changing the -
character's name to Leroy. Bingo! S 
Another hit. A fevf weeks later^Jimr~ 
Corce was killed in a p l M e crash. 
The executives at ABC-Dunhill 
now had two^options open t o them. 
regarding their handling of Croce. 
They -could -tS&^ ^o nothing 
different than when he was alive 
(as was the^ case with B. Darrin, 
-.. Mama Cass, G. Parsons), or they 
could rushr release a _45 and a'n 
album, bfly foil page ads in the 
trade papers porclaiining. him a 
legend; or- inother^ words," p ^ a 
^Jiini Hendrix". A B C of course, 
d i d t h e latter, but to new heights 
o f vulgarity. F h ^ they released, "I 
Got A Name" the week after the 
crash, arid "Time In A Bottle, a 
'•Hfe#weeT^ateti^ B y Tarmary, there 
were three Croce 4ps in the top 
twenty, holding fxrth the number: 
one and two p6srribns.rAlso, a Jihi 
& Ingrid (his wife) record done in 
the sixties v«^ resurrected from 
. tiie throw away bins. By^ April 
Croce had won a Grammy, 
American Music Awards, and his 
new soporific record "FH Have To 
'Say I Xove You: In A Song", was 
riding high on the charts. 
Proof that you can't fool all of 
the people all of the time, is the 
total lack of sales and airplay 
aorompanying :tlheC latest Croce 
release, " W o r k i n g A t The Car-
wash "Blues**. Ironically, an ad-
vertisement for his "Lflfe& Tunes" 
Lp released "before his death read, 
'•-Some- p^ptmers, ~ become 
superst«»^fc>ectt&*e tbey ate Trigger 
than life, others like Jim "Croce— 
because they are true to fife. 
Klein--^ 
/ J Freshmen who entered, 
Btiruch inSeptemh^.}974:.-. 
All students m this,category are; 
required to take the Mathematics 
Placement Test regardless pftheir 
High Schc«>l mathematics courses 
or grades. Most students took the 
examination during^ the sunimer. 
Thoseentering freshmen^who did 
not take the examination innst 
take i t at -this 'time in order to 
register for Math in the Spring^ 
2] All otherstudents:- ; -
-• Studentsin this^ category;should 
take' the placement test' only if: 
l ) T f i e y p l a n ' t o v take 
' Mathematics at Baruch College, 
• a n d - - . • •••'.• - • ••*";• " - ' , • • . " " < - ; 
2) They have not.yet taken-any 
' Mathematics Course here, and 
3)^.They liave not taken 2Vi years 
of mathematics in H%h School 
(including intermediate algebra) 
or an' equivalent remedial 
nnfrhematics s e q u e n c e at a -
N. Community College (check with 
MatlrJXSQXY 
NOTEI N O STUDENT MAY 
RETAKE T H E PLACEMENT 
T E S T . ^ * 0 S T U D E N T 
PRESENTLY REGISTERED 
FQR ANY MATHEMATICS 
COURSE MAY T A K E THE 
PLACEMENT TEST. 
Students planning to take the 
examination must sign up for it at 
360 Park Avenue South in Room 
2053 (day students) or Room 2041 
(evening students) by November 
8th.;TlK^^will-ka>e-#»etP'clioice as 
to the date (13th or 14th) and will 
be giyen_the time and place of 
examination when they sigp up. 
rAT -TOE 
e I 
\^Mve TO lw&fe'+l>wm US 6*> Tp gnV 
r^i^Vrv^i. >*;...,•?, ^ 
-TH€ &QOO Cruy'f *LU>AY£ US/A// 
s 
iSPWffff^J^w '!yM?X.*^J* !^l^  .'.w^fflq* * < ^ ^ : - W ; ' ••*ug 
{/ 
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BOOKS 
/ 
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by Sharon 
"Buried Alive**, Myra Fried-
man's biography of Jams Joplin is 
more
 ;than., an- informative 
biography. It is an ultimate story, 
revealed
 : by a dear friend; 
primarily, it. is. the intimate truth. 
"The booki traces Janis Joplin's 
. life from tier birth in Port Arthur, -
Texas> untaw, her- death i n ^ Los 
Angeles, California. She had what 
would-be..sidled a normal and_ 
happy ch i ldhood . B u t her 
ado lescence was marked by 
rejection. Being an unattractive 
teenager, Janis built a wall bet-
ween .herself and. others, creating 
rejection and misery. 
«At a Bantautn Press Conference, • 
.Myra stated that Janis might have 
liad a better chance of survival if 
she were not raised i n such; a rigid, 
conformist communi ty . - She 
tormented herself because the 
community wouldn't accept her. 
In % her exploits beyond *Port 
Arthur she found enjoyment in 
singing. After sifting out the right 
type of music, appearance, ^and 
band, Janis became a well-known 
performer. Although - she con-
tinually acquired more fame and , 
money; the wall never tumbled* 
Myra Friedman, expressed that 
Jams was .disillusioned with fame 
because it did not bring what si:_ 
had hoped for. She longed to be 
loved, yet she kept herself in- a 
kind of isolation. 
Myra Friedman first -met Janis 
Joplin when she began working for 
Janis1 manager, Albert Grossman, 
m 1968. She perceived Janis*as a 
very loveable person, Extremely 
warm and soft Unfortunately, her 
isolation forbid her from being 
loved l>y the people that saw these 
qualities. 
Too isolated to have meaningful 
relationships, Janis befriended 
alcohol. It soon becarne her-con-
stant and faithful companion. She 
had intermittent rendezvous with 
drugs; the final one, October 4, 
1970, terminated her life. 
This startling book,-written by a 
friend, not a researcher, gives 
Move. i -. 
> -
x
 {Continued from page J) 
- in teTibr s t r e e t w h i c h w i l l 
connect all areas o f t h e c a m p u s 
and have spaces al located fo 
s tudent - lounges and exhibi ts . 
It would b e like a skylighted 
mall , with an interior court 
dominated by student func-
tions, facing all facilities. 
After the p lans are ap-
proved, faculty a n d s tudents 
will b e able to have an input 
more than details. Janis' feelings 
pierce the reader's heart, and the 
feelings of her friends—those that 
witnessed her self destruction—^ 
are as clear and as dimensional as 
a prism. Myra Friedman's style, 
abundant with newborn images 
and crisp dialogue, flows smoothly 
enough for enjoyable reading,, yet 
jounces enough to mobilize the 
reader's mind.^ 
Originally published i n hard-
cover in 1973, "Buried Alive** 
became a coast-to-coast best seller 
and a National Book Award 
nominee. Time magazine' named it 
"one of the. top ten non-fiction 
books ofthe year." "Buried Alive" 
is now available in a Bantam 
paperback for $1.95. -
nseling To 
The Counseling Division is now forming smalt groups to help students 
on probation and also those who- have" been failing courses. 
Professor Jack Scharf and Professor Helen Silverman are eager for 
students to contact them and to join one of the groups which they will 
lead. 
These meetings will bcLquite informal in nature and will deal with a 
variety of factors which may be causing individual difficulties such as 
poor study skills, home pressures, ,personal pressures, and choice of 
courses of study. 
Needless to say these groups are voluntary and confidential and geared 
to what the problems o f the students are in each separate* group. 
If you are interested, Drs. Scharf and Silverman urge you to make 
arrangements to meet with them by dropping by the office at 360 Park 
Avenue South Room 1735 or by telephoning 725-4458. 
/-~v (Continued from page 3) 
SHOW AND SALE. This event 
located at Greenwich House 
Settlement, 27 Barrow Street, will 
feature collections of American, 
European, Asian and Oriental 
antiques. - " • 
NOV. 1, 2 & 3: DAVID BOWIE 
in concert Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. at RADIO 
CITY MUSIC HALL. All seats are 
reserved. 
about the implementation o f 
the designs during meetings' 
with the architects and c o n -
s u l t a n t s . M r . F a k a s f e e l s 
"excited about the. design'**; 
and stated there are "good 
brains to work with, which will 
m a k e it the best poss ible 
c a m p u s " . W i l l i a m M o n a t 
believes that " . . . w e ' l l m%ke 
sure V e have the best des igned 
. c a m p u s in the country." 
Bowling 
The- Baruch Bowling- Team 
began-its season of play i n the 
Eastern Intercollegiate Bowling 
Conference last week a n d 
promptly retained the winning 
ways of its Chy Championship 
squad of last year by mauling the 
kegiers of CCNY, seven games 
to none. Veterans John Katsaros 
and Todd Block lead an ( i m -
pressive overwhelming team effort 
that-seems indicative of Barueh's 
emerging as a powerful national 
force on the bowling scene this 
season. With the addition of Bill 
Streath and Bob McNally, both 
freshmen, along with , returning 
upperclassmen Kevin Bohan and 
Bobby Clarke, this year's team 
appears to be the strongest that 
Baruch has bred in years. 
The team competes at Bolroor 
Recreation, 110 University Place, 
on Sundays at two o'clock. 
CLARKE 
Unhappily, 
Ticker has been forced to raise 
its advertising rates. Interested 
nriembers arid <organizations of 
Baruch College are urged to 
obtain a copy of the new rates 
at the Ticker office. 
R • i * m 307 in the 
Center 
j 
/ 
STUDENT AC^VITIES„OFl4CE-rRoom r411 of the Student Cfeater 
have not received the following registration forms from clubs. PLEASE 
OBTAIN FORMS PROM THE ABOVE OFFICE AND SUBMIT AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE: 
I. African Action Association 
'.-'*2. Accounting Forum* • 
3. Accounting Society " 
4. Advertising'Society 
r 5. American Marketing Association 
:•&• Art Society 
7. Asian Students Association 
8. Baruch Anti- Imperialist; League* 
9. , Baruch Philosophical Association* _ 
10. Beta Alpha Psi* 
11. Boosets 
12. Cartbbean Students Association 
13. Carolan Guard 
14. Chess Club** ; r 
15. Committee to Foment Democracy 
1.6. Contemporary Music Club 
17. Cross Country Cycling Club 
18. Cuban Society*' 
19. Education Society 
20. English Society , • 
21. Finance Society '•'"_.-.'--'•''" 
22. Foreign Trade Society** ^ ; ' 
23. French Club 
24: Genhan Club v ~ % 
25. Graduate Students Association ^ 
26. Haitian Association -~ 
27. Hebrew Club** ,-!'-
28. Hillel** ..,••::•.= 
29. History -
30. House Plan'Association « ^~~~~~ 
3 1 ; Hotline -
32. Hunan Identity Society 
33.. Insurance Club 
_ 34. Inter Varsity Christian Club 
3& Jewish Itouth Movement . 
36. Karate Club 
-37. Lamport Leaders 
38. Law Society . 
39. Management Society* 
40 . Musical Theatre ^Workshop 
41. New Star Organization . 
42; Newman Club -•• ':' 
43. Outdoor Camping Club ^ - ^ - . . r . 
44. Photography Club ' 
45. ;Phi Kappa Theta ' 
46. . Pi Beta Epsilon -
47. Pi Sigma Epsilon - '.;'.-'r" 
48. PRIDE* ' ' ' • c 
49. Publications Society t-> 
~ 50. Real Estate Society** -
.51. Sephardic Heritage 
52. Sigma Alpha Mu* 
53. Ski Club 
54. Sociology Society 
55. Sons of the Desert" 
56. Statistical Society 
57. Tau Epsilon Phi* 
58. Theatron** 
591- Veterans Association 
60. vVBMB 
61. Women's Committee 
62. Yavneh 
63. Yiddish Club 
•CLUBS LACKING CHARTERS OR CONSTITUTIONS 
••CONSTITUTIONS OR CHARTERS TO BE UPDATED 
If you already have submitted your forms', please disregard this an-
nouncement. However, those who fail to register their clubs are not to be 
given any budget forms for the semester. Also no forms wijl be issued for 
the use of college facilities. 
O ^ 
«K« t* < 
FREE 
•> 
IN TOASTED PITA r 
wittv 
Fresh V e g e t a b l e Salad owd Tahma Dressing 
BUY ONE RMt $1.10 
X 
31sfrYf74 
Middle Easrern Food 
\ "A WHOUESOJ^ M E A W ^ 
\ v 2 l 6 ^ 23 St. f > * r w ^ ^ 
I . 889-272Q '"-': \' " 
s . •a 
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AFRICAN ACTION 
ASSOCIATION 
TUCKER FOR CHAIRMAN! I 
WHY? 
The membership of our 
organization feel that Mr. 
Tucker is the only candidate 
ready, willing and able to 
effectively represent the 
student body. We feel that 
he will mesh all elements 
of the student council in a 
mature and intelligent 
fashion. Vote for responsible 
, vote Tucker 
Chairman!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I 
Carlos Montoya 
World's Foremost 
Flamenco Guitarist 
In Concert 
\ — 
Mon. Oct. 21 7:30 P.M. 
Auditorium -Main Building 
Tickets Available At Information Desk, 
Student Center 
Free To Baruch Students With I.D. 
$1 .OOTo Baruch Faculty Staff, & Alumni 
$2.50 To General Public 
Arts Committee Of The 
Student-Faculty Program 
Board 
g 
M I K E F. "AND RALPH S. 
L E S S O N S IN CON-
T E M P O R A R Y S P E L L I N G 
A V A I L A B L E W I T H AF-
FCTION AT 1847, 360 PAS. 
LOVE, FRAN B. 
FRAN B. CAN WE TAKE IT 
PASS/FAIL? LOVE, MIKE F. 
AND RALPH S. 
DULCIMER LESSONS—EX-
P E R I E N C E D T E A C H E R . 
RIGHT ACROSS TOWN FROM 
BARUCH. CALL A. BARSH 929-
6595. . 
LBF, YOU'RE FANTASTIC. FM 
GROWING IN LOVE WITH 
YOU. J. 
AM SOLICITING POEMS, 
S H O R T STORIES A N D 
A U T O B I O G R A P H I C A L ES-
SAYS, C O N D U C T I N G PER-
S O N A L I N T E R V I E W S FOR 
A N T H O L O G Y OF LIT ON 
I M P A C T O F NAZI 
HOLOCAUST ON CHILDREN 
OF SURVIVORS, JEWISH AND 
GENTILE. AIM IS TO CONVEY 
WAYS IN WHICH SURVIVORS' 
W A R T I M E E X P E R I E N C E S 
WERE T R A N S M I T T E D TO 
THEJR CHILDREN AND IN-
F L U E N C E D A C T I O N S , AT-
TITUDES AND EMOTIONS OF 
S E C O N D G E N E R A T I O N . IF 
I N T E R E S T E D IN CON-.. 
T R I B U T I N G , B E I N G IN-
T E R V I E W E D , OR M O R E 
INFORMATION, CONTACT (IN 
WRITING): TOBY, BOX^ 215. 
R O C K Y HILL STATION,*' 
ROCKY HILL, N J : 08553. OR 
P H O N E 2 1 2 > S 6 4 - 7 7 7 3 . 
ANONYMITY PRESERVED. 
APPLICATION D E A D L I N E 
FOR LOW COST G R O U P 
A C C I D E N T A N D SICKNESS 
MEDICAL INSURANCE PLAN 
HAS BEEN EXTENDED THRU 
O C T O B E R 3 1 , 1974. 
BROCHURE SHOULD HAVE 
BEEN M A I L E D T O YOUR 
H O M E A D D R E S S . EXTRA 
COPIES AVAILABLE IN THE 
S T U D E N T ACTIVITIES 1 OF-
FICE, S . C . , R M . 411 OR 
MEDICAL OFFICE, 17 LEX, 
RM. 607. 
B E G I N N I N G T H U R S D A Y , 
OCTOBER 10, AND EVERY 
T H U R S D A Y AFTER, T H E 
"RAP A N D KNOT" CLUB WILL 
MEET, RM. 1750, 360 PAS 
FROM 11:30 AM TO 1 PM 
WITH PROF. CLAIRE BRODY. 
ALL W E L C O M E . C O F F E E 
AVAILABLE. 
EARN BIG MONEY IN SPARE 
TIME. SELL BUSINESS AND 
EXECUTIVE GIFTS IN YOUR 
COMPANY AND IN OTHER 
COMPANIES AS WELL. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION CALL 
268-3012. 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES WHO 
JOMPLETED THE 
LOUNGE ON THE SECOND 
FLOOR OF THE STUDENT 
CENTER. 
ALL TRANSFER STUDENTS 
M A J O R I N G IN T H E 
t E A C H I N G O F 
S T E N O G R A P H Y A N D 
TYPEWRITING OR IN OFFICE 
M A M A G E M E N T A N D 
JJ 
H A V E C ] 
E N T I R E S E Q U E N C E IN 
S H O R T H A N D A N D 
TYPEWRITING AT A COM-
MUNITY COLLEGE SHOUIXH 
PRESENT THEMSELVES FOR 
EVALUATION EXAMINAT-
IONS TO BE HELD IN ROOM 
1501, 23RD ST. BUILDING ON 
T H U R S D A Y OCTOBER 10 . 
(SHORTHAND), 12 NOON, AND 
T H U R S D A Y , OCTOBER 24 
( T Y P E W R I T I N G , 12 NOON. 
PLEASE ASK FOR PAR-
T I C U L A R S A T THE AD-
MINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT'S 
D E S K , D E P A R T M E N T OF 
EDUCATION, 315 PARK AVE. 
S., 10TH FLOOR, ON OR 
BEFORE OCTOBER 7, 1974. 
HAND IN A PROFESSIONALLY 
TYPED PAPER. GET A'S, NOT 
C'S. F A S T SERVICE A N D 
REASONABLE RATES. LEND-
A-HAND, 200 W. 72 ST.. 362-
8200. 
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S ! TH-
ANKS TO T H E PERSONS OR 
iP^RSONS^INVaLVED IN THE 
D E C I S I O N T O U S E T H E 
FREIGHT ELEVATOR—AT 360 
P.A.S.—TO TAKE STUDENTS 
TO THEIR VARIOUS FLOORS 
DURING PERIODS OF HEAVY 
T R A F F I C . IT IS SMALL 
CHANGES LIKE THIS THAT 
M A K E T H E D I F F E R E N C E 
BETWEEN A PLEASED AND A 
D I S G R U N T L E D S T U D E N T 
BODY. CHRISTOPHER NILES. 
F A C U L T Y , STAFF & 
STUDENTS. IF ANYONE IS 
INTERESTED IN HAVING A 
BARUCH INTERNATIONAL 
S T U D E N T A T T E N D 
THANKSGIVING DINNER AT 
HIS OR HER HOME, PLEASE 
C O N T A C T R . ^ S T O L I N S K Y , 
COORDINATOR, FOREIGN 
STUDENT AFFAIRS, RM. 1739, 
X 360 PAS, #725-7191. 
A T T E N T I O N ALL CON-
CERNED STUDENTS! DUE TO 
P R E J U D I C E S O F "HIGHER 
A U T H O R I T Y , " DR. CARL 
WORD, ONLY BLACK PSYCH 
PROF IN BARUCH, WHO HAS 
E N L I G H T E N E D BARUCH 
S T U D E N T S FOR T H R E E 
YEARS, MAY BE FIRED FOR 
CARRYING OUT HIS BELIEFS. 
ALL CONCERNED STUDENTS 
WHO W O U L D LIKE TO KNOW 
MORE OR HELP KEEP HIM, 
COME TO RM. 427 - 24TH ST. 
TUES., OCT. 15, 12 NOON. 
TIME IS OF ESSENCE. 
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S T O 
JOHN A N D SANDY CARIELLI 
ON THE BIRTH OF THEIR 7 
LB. 9 OZ. SON MICHAEL PAUL 
ON S E P T . 20TH. MIKE 
SUCHER. 
BARUCH FACULTY WOMEN'S 
COMMITTEE WILL MEET ON 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15TH AT 
3 P . M . IN T H E NORTH 
POTTERY FROM SPRING 1974 
CERAMIC COURSES WILL BE 
THROWN AWAY OCT. 15. 
ATTENTION! LIB ARTS, ECO 
MAJORS ANDLALL STUDENTS 
I N T E R E S T E D IN B A N K I N G 
CAREERS. COME TO OAK 
LOUNGE - S.C. AT KfcOO AM 
ON WED., OCT. 16. 
-A 
